THE FARM PRODUCTS MARKETING ACT
(C.C.S.M. c. F47)

Chicken Broiler Quota Order, amendment*

Regulation 136/2015
Registered August 14, 2015

Manitoba Regulation 228/2006 amended
1 The Chicken Broiler Quota Order, Manitoba Regulation 228/2006, is amended by this Order.

2 Section 1 is amended

(a) in the definition "basic allotment list", by striking out "on March 14, 2006" and substituting "on August 9, 2015"; and

(b) by adding the following definitions:

"annual speciality quota" means the maximum number of chicken broilers of a category or of a type that a designated annual speciality producer has been authorized to produce and market during a year;

"communal group" means a community of not fewer than 50 individuals in which

(a) the members live and work together in an agricultural enterprise,

(b) a member is not permitted to own property in the member's own right, and

(c) the members devote their working lives to the activities of the communal group;

"designated annual speciality producer" means a producer who has been issued an annual speciality quota;

* This Order is made under the Manitoba Chicken Broiler Producers Marketing Plan Regulation, Manitoba Regulation 246/2004, and is Order No. 2, 2015 of Manitoba Chicken Producers.
3  **Section 9 is amended**

(a) **in clause (b), by striking out** "(after any adjustment under Part V and Part VI)" **and substituting** "(after estimating the anticipated production of chicken broiler of a category raised in Manitoba during any period of time by persons who are not registered producers and any adjustments as a result of the application of Parts III, III.1, V and VI)"; **and**

(b) **in clause (c),**

(i) **in the part before subclause (i), by striking out** "(after any adjustment under Part V and VI)" **and substituting** "(after estimating the anticipated production of chicken broiler of a category raised in Manitoba during any period of time by persons who are not registered producers and any adjustments as a result of the application of Parts III, III.1, V and VI)"; **and**

(ii) **in subclause (i), by striking out** "approximately one-half (1/2) of the Shortfall" **and substituting** "approximately 1/2 of the Shortfall or such lesser amount as the Manitoba council may approve".

4  **The following is added after section 19:**

**Permits for communal groups**

**19.1** The board may, subject to any terms and conditions that it considers appropriate, issue a Temporary Production Permit and Temporary Market Allotment Permit to a communal group that is not a registered chicken broiler producer on terms and conditions to permit the production and consumption by it of up to 4,500 chicken broilers in a year.

---

**PART III.1**

**ANNUAL SPECIALITY QUOTA**

**Issuance of annual speciality quota**

**19.2** A person who is not a registered chicken broiler producer may apply to the board for a designation as a designated annual speciality producer and for allotment of an annual speciality quota.

**Facility requirement**

**19.3** Each applicant for designation as a designated annual speciality producer and an annual speciality quota must be the registered owner of or the sole operator of a facility that meets all of the requirements or standards for buildings and equipment established by the board.

**Terms and conditions of issue of annual speciality quota**

**19.4** The board may designate an applicant as a designated annual speciality producer and may issue an annual speciality quota to the applicant on terms and conditions.
5 The following is added after section 80:

Application of definitions from M.R. 246/2004

80.1 Terms defined in the Manitoba Chicken Broiler Producers Marketing Plan Regulation, Manitoba Regulation 246/2004, and used in this Order have the same meaning in this Order as in that regulation.

6 Section 10 of the Schedule is amended by striking out "for a minimum of five years" and substituting "for at least 10 years".

Coming into force

7 This Order comes into force on August 9, 2015, or on the day it is registered under The Statutes and Regulations Act, whichever is later.
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